
COMPETENCIES 
1) SKILL SURVEY: Answer the competency questions listed in the word doc using the 0-4 scale shown above.

a) An account of what role(s) you played and activities you participated in for that competency (not only 
writing, but also doing).

b) Try to list as much as possible for each competency.  *It is ok to focus on one or two areas in each 
competency if you feel you have more activities related to it.  

3) PERSONAL PORTFOLIO: Create a slide deck with CONTENT and VISUALS to support your development this semester. 
a) I recommend that you create at least one page for each competency (1-4) with your images to support 

your knowledge.  (like this PPT)
b) Last slide should be your TAKEAWAYS.  Some important things I’ve learned and can apply in the future.

Level Description
0 No experience. I don’t really know anything about this.
1 Aware. I am aware of it (read/heard about it), but do not have any experience 

doing it.
2 Some experience. I know what it is, and have some experience doing it. I feel I 

could contribute to a team working on this in the future.
3 Experienced. I know what it is, and have experience doing it. I feel I could 

contribute significantly to a team working on this in the future.
4 Mastered. I mastered this skill. I’m confident enough to lead a team on this 

kind of activity in the future.
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COVER PAGE: Please create a cover page for the ENTIRE package. List your name, team #, course number, title, 

semester, instructor name.  Turn in as a pdf on theCN by Thursday, Nov 29 at midnight.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10EFj-PYHiWPMmMarTIEUzGn-uhb9e_Hw4WfTlZDg8oU/edit?usp=sharing
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Competency I: Foundations
● I learned what UX design isn’t and what it is. 
● I learned the importance of outside articles on UX Design can be when learning the foundations.  
● I can proudly say if I was given an internship in UX Design that I could go through this process with 

confidence and produce a professional design and documentation. 
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Competency II: User Research
• I learned to act professional during interviews even if you know the interviewee well. 
• I learned that you can never have too much research. 
• I learned how to direct my questions in a way to get the results I want.
• I learned how to use my research and create a persona to help tell a story. 
• I learned how to create insights and come together as a group to make a diagram to determine our 

root problems  (mind maps)
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Mind map: Each member took their insights 
and put them on sticky notes to come together 
and determine common issues. 

Personas: throughout this 
process, I learned how to 
create a persona that was 
geared to the user group and 
issue the group was tackling. 



Competency III: Conceptual Design 
• When designing, it is important that you never turn away from an idea. I learned to continue 

brainstorming and coming up with ideas even if you feel like you’re done. You never know when you’re 
going to come across the “next big thing”.

• Scenarios and storyboards are both two important skills that I learned to incorporate into my 
brainstorming process. I learned to map out stories with my design and how my design would help the 
user tackle the problem.
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Sketching/wireframing: By sketching more than one 
solution to your issue, you open the window for 
prototypes much wider. 

The goal of designing a solution is 
to tell a story. By using scenarios 
and/or storyboards, you can create 
the basis of that story. 



Competency III: Conceptual Design 
• I learned that most of the time, your first design isn’t your final design. When the group was designing, 

multiple drafts of the wireframes were created. 
• I learned to use style guides and mood boards to help create a professional prototype. 
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The following moodboard above was used to 
help create the final prototype. The goal of a 
mood board was to help design with 
professionalism. 



• I learned when analyzing data and results, it is always 
better to present it in a visually appealing way. 

Competency IV: Evaluation Methods 

● The group used colors that 
signify what “negative” and 
“positive” mean in everyday 
life. We consider green to 
mean good and red to be 
bad. Therefore, this slide 
analyzes the data in a 
visually appealing way, but 
also includes the user 
feedback/data. 
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Takeaways
Some important things I’ve learned and can apply in the future.

Start early on Documentation: For me, this course was the first time that I created a complete 
design documentation. I had written parts of one before, but never one in full. I quickly learned 
to fill out the documentation as we completed parts of the design process. I will apply this in 
the future by starting early on major assignments and “working” as we go. 

Competitive Review/Market Review: ALWAYS do these. This step will help you analyze the 
competitors. You can apply the feedback from these reviews to  you final design. I will apply 
these steps in the future when tackling a project where I am redesigning something. 

Personas: I had never heard of a persona before. Well, I have but I had never heard of using it 
to tell a story. Therefore, in the future, I will continue to try to present my designs in a form of a 
story. 


